2020 Annual Meeting Speaker Preview

Keynote Speaker: Fire Up Your Life! | Donna Hartley

Donna Hartley has an amazing story. She is proof that one woman can walk through fire and deliver a message powerful enough to impact millions of lives. This is an empowering survival story. Drawing on her three life-threatening events (which all occurred on dates of March 1st) she ignites you with Firepower for your leadership and gives you proven strategies to master transformation in your life. Cry, laugh, and be inspired! She is a graduate of the University of Hawaii and former Miss Hawaii. Donna has been featured on PBS, NBC, ABC and in The New York Times. She is the author of *Fire Up Your Life!, Fire Up Your Intuition! and Fire Up Your Healing!*

Privacy Resiliency | Pam Hrubey, DrPH, CCEP, CIPP-US

What does taking a resiliency-focused approach to privacy and data protection mean, and why is taking that approach a smart decision? Constant regulatory change combined with increasing organizational engagement with third parties creates a need to establish a strong foundation in privacy and data principles. This session will highlight recent changes in the regulatory landscape and offer a simple framework that can help organizations establish resilient privacy and data protection practices.

Dig Deeper into Coding Productivity | Georgena Brackett, RHIA, LCSW, FACHE, MBA

Turn your existing Coding productivity standards upside down and into information that is meaningful to your team. Actually talk with your Coding team to determine what is important and how they do their job in order to meet agreed upon metrics. Health Care is difficult; we need to simplify when and where we can in areas that make sense, and also create an environment of quality over quantity while retaining a respected and happy team.
Safe Practices /Risks for Copying and Pasting in Electronic Health Records | Tammy Kurz

This discussion will involve the safe practices and risks for copying and pasting in patient electronic health records. The dangers of this issue and how to improve documentation practices in order to protect our providers, facilities, and patients will also be discussed. This is an ever-growing problem facing our healthcare community. Join this session to discuss and learn how to be part of the solution.

Mental Health in the Midst of the Opioid Crisis | Heather Greene, RHIA, CPC, CPMA, CIC, CDIP, AHIMA Approved CDI & ICD-10-CM/PCS Trainer

In this session, we will look at the do’s and don’ts when documenting and reporting mental Health diagnoses. The presentation will look at specific troubled diagnoses and provide suggestions.

Update on Kentucky Health Laws & Changes | Anna Whites, Attorney at Law

The Kentucky legislative session for 2020 brought a number of important changes in laws that impact healthcare and services. Join us in discussing what is new and exciting in healthcare laws in the Commonwealth, and how recent changes may impact your practice.

Recommendations to make EHRs LGBTQ+ Affirming | Blaz Bush, M.Ed.

This presentation aims to provide information regarding why the electronic health record is a critical component for LGBTQ+ affirming healthcare. Using a patient visit as an example, attendees will learn current barriers to capturing LGBTQ+ identities in the EHR and the negative consequences of this. Learners will leave with recommendations and workarounds to foster a better patient experience and capture vital health information for front desk staff, population health specialists, and healthcare providers.